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CONTRIBUTORS

Fiction

Jessica Anthony lives in Maine. This is her first published story.


Diana Day recently received her MFA from California State University, Fresno. Her work has appeared in The Blithe House Quarterly, among other journals.

Jason Ockert has an MFA in fiction from Syracuse University and teaches at Ithaca College. He was the winner of the 1999 Atlantic Monthly Fiction contest and the 2002 winner of the Mary Roberts Rinehart Award. His recent fiction has appeared in McSweeney's, River City, Virgin Fiction 2, Oyster Boy Review, and Highway 14.

J. Alicia Shank writes for The Onion in Denver, and her stories have appeared in Michigan Quarterly Review, Calyx, Weber Studies, and other publications. She is working on a novel.

Chris Dombrowski's poems appear or are forthcoming in New Letters, Mid-American Review, Talking River Review, and others. He teaches poetry in the Missoula Writing Collaborative.

Poetry

Tim Earley's poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Hayden's Ferry Review, Sonora Review, Quarter After Eight, Greensboro Review, Southern Humanities Review, and other journals. He was a 1998-1999 Writing Fellow at the Provincetown Fine Arts Work Center and has recently been selected as the 2nd-Year Poetry Fellow for 2002-2003. He holds an MFA in creative writing from the University of Alabama.
**Andrew Erskine Foster** often returns to Vermont. He writes poetry and fiction. He recently graduated from the Iowa Writers' Workshop in poetry, and will soon be applying for an MFA in fiction somewhere a little warmer.

**Jennifer Keller**'s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in The Journal, The Comstock Review and The Midday Noon. She has recently been nominated for a Pushcart Prize.

**Emily Koehn**'s poems have appeared recently in the Greensboro Review, Seneca Review, and Malahat Review. She lives in Santa Cruz, CA.

**Melissa Kwasny** is the author of a book of poetry, The Archival Birds (BearStar 2000) and two novels, and the editor of an anthology of essays by poets, Toward the Open Field, due out from Wesleyan University Press in 2003. She lives outside Jefferson City, Montana. The italicized lines in her poem are Ezra Pound's.

**Amy McInnis** recently received her MFA from Western Michigan University. She currently teaches in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Her poems have appeared in Yemassee and The MacGuffin.

**Michael Robins** is an Assistant Managing Editor for jubilat and teaches writing at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

**Shane Seely** is a recent graduate of Syracuse University's MFA program. His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in 5AM, Seattle Review, Permafrost, and others. He is currently relocating to St. Louis.


**Robert Thomas**'s book Door to Door was selected by Yusef Komunyakaa as the winner of the 2001 Poets Out Loud Prize and will be published in late 2002 by Fordham University Press. His poems have appeared in FIELD, The Iowa Review, New England Review, The Southern Review and numerous other journals. He is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area and lives with his wife and their three motley cats in South San Francisco.
**Laura Lee Washburn** is the author of *This Good Warm Place* (March Street 1998) and *Watching the Contortionists* (Palanquin Chapbook Prize, 1996). She received her MFA from Arizona State University and currently is an Assistant Professor at Pittsburgh State University.

**Scott Withiam** teaches writing at The Massachusetts Maritime Academy. His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in *Madison Review*, *The Massachusetts Review*, *Ploughshares*, *Sycamore Review*, *Fine Madness*, *Paragraph*, *Puerto Del Sol*, *Northwest Review*, and *The Laurel Review.*

**Art**

**Wendy Lu** is a Toronto-based visual artist who is currently working on various mediums that explore how the phenomenon of genetic duplication relates to the core values of postmodern societies. Her art works have been exhibited at the Greenbelt Arts Center, McNaire Gallery, and Mercer Union in Toronto, Ontario.

**Tom Wagner** is a painter currently working in the Washington, D.C. area. His work has appeared on the covers of *The Literary Review*, *New Delta Review*, *Cafe Review*, and *New Letters*. His background in dance and theater, especially his training with Martha Graham and Leonide Massine, is influential in his visual work.
Guidelines for Artists and Writers

*CutBank* is interested in art, poetry, and fiction of high quality and serious intent. We regularly print work by both well-known and previously unpublished artists.

- We accept submissions from August 15 until March 15. Deadline for the spring issue is November 15; deadline for the fall issue is March 15.
- Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for response or return of submitted material.
- Manuscripts must be typed or letter-quality printout, double-spaced, and paginated. Your name should appear on each page. We encourage the use of paper clips rather than staples.
- Fiction writers should submit only one story at a time, no longer than 40 pages. Poets may submit up to 5 poems at one time.
- Artists and photographers may submit up to 5 works at one time. Send slides or reproductions only; do not send original art.
- If a piece has been submitted simultaneously to another publication, please let us know.
- Please address all submissions to the appropriate editor—poetry, fiction, or art—at the following address:

*CutBank*
Department of English
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

[www.umt.edu/cutbank](http://www.umt.edu/cutbank)
An invitation to subscribe to

**CutBank**

Montana’s premier literary magazine
Published twice yearly

1 year only $12.00 ___
2 years only $22.00 ___
Back issues (see next page): __________
Back issues are $4.00 each (except CutBank 40, which is $6.00)

Name __________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City __________ State ____ Zip ______

Please mail order form to:

**CutBank Subscriptions**
Department of English
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Hawai'i Pacific Review

An annual literary magazine publishing outstanding poetry, fiction, and personal essays by authors from Hawai'i, the mainland, and around the world.

Individual subscriptions
$8.95 for current issue • $16.00 for two issues
$22.00 for three issues

Institutional subscriptions
$10.00 for current issue • $18.00 for two issues
$25.00 for three issues

Best of the Decade, 1986-1996 (double issue)
$7.00

All other back issues
$5.00

Manuscripts accepted
September 1 through December 31

Patrice Wilson, Editor
Hawai'i Pacific Review
Hawai'i Pacific University
1060 Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96813
E-mail: hpreview@hpu.edu • Web site: www.hpu.edu
Recent Contributors
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"... a showcase for exceptional writing."
— The Washington Post Book World

Visit our web site
www.shenandoah.wlu.edu

--- Subscribe Now and SAVE 32%! ---

☐ One year / $22 ($27 foreign)
☐ current issue  ☐ next issue

NAME: _____________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

☐ Check payable to SHENANDOAH  ☐ VISA  ☐ MC

CARD # ____________________ EXP. ________________

SIGNATURE _________________________________

SHENANDOAH
Troubadour Theater, 2nd Floor, Washington and Lee University, Lexington, VA 24450-0303
Washington and Lee University is pleased to announce

The Glasgow Prize for Emerging Writers

$2,500

The Prize includes publication of new work in Shenandoah and a one-week residency at Washington and Lee University.

Eligibility for 2003 Prize: all writers of short fiction with one book.

To apply, send first book, samples of new work and vita between February 1 and March 31, 2003.

R.T. Smith
The Glasgow Prize
Troubadour Theater/2
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA 24450-0303
(540) 463-8908

2004 Prize – POETRY
2005 Prize – CREATIVE NON-FICTION
2006 Prize – SHORT FICTION

Sponsored by the Arthur and Margaret Glasgow Endowment, established in 1960

"for the promotion of the expression of art through pen and tongue."